Awards Coordinator Holly Morris took a moment to praise the winners of this edition of
the program: “While it has been a challenging twelve months – to put it lightly – success
has still defined the construction and design industries. With that in mind, I offer my
sincere congratulations to all of our esteemed winners who were acknowledged in our
2021 program. I hope you have a wonderful rest of the year ahead.”

Marta Mitchell Interior Design - the USA
Best Interior Designer - South Atlantic USA

MM Interior Design Group has been headquartered in North Carolina since 1989, and their West Coat
office is in Colorado. Assignments involve high-end custom renovations and new construction for both
Residential and Commercial projects. Services include concept development, floor plan layouts, AutoCAD
drawings, 3D renderings, and selections for finishes, furniture, and fixtures. MMIDG has received many
prestigious American Society of Interior Design “Excellence in Design” Awards.

The home is a deeply personal space. It’s a safe place. A reflection of the person
that lives within it. Those that work in this industry understand this and have to be,
ultimately, client centric in their approach. They have to balance form and
function. Art with practicality, all while keeping the client central to every process.
It’s incredibly difficult, at the best of times. The last year has been one of great
upheaval, and the home has acted as a fortress to the uncertainty of the outside
world. Homes have been the stable line in the sand, a place to retreat to when we
need to. Its importance has only been magnified, a thousand-fold.
By natural extension, the experts that operate in this industry have continued on,
endeavoring to create simply extraordinary locations that anybody would find joy
in. At the end of the day, BUILD’s Home & Garden Awards were launched to
acknowledge the everyday experts and specialists that work tirelessly to create
spaces that we, simply, love to spend time in.

